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With a 28 year history, Mini Mania is well established in
the industry as THE specialist for MINI performance
parts and accessories.  Mini Mania is synonymous with
"reputable", "high quality" and "performance".

With dealers throughout the US, distribution through
MINI USA (BMW) dealerships and a sister company
abroad, Mini Mania has a worldwide presence.

Mini Mania is headquartered in our own 32,000 sq.ft building
in Nevada City, in the Sierra Nevada Foothills with a staff of
highly experienced auto industry professionals, racers and
auto enthusiasts.

Stage 1 Kit
The Stage One kit blends the racing
performance experience of Mini Mania with
the demands of the enthusiastic MINI street

driver.

The Mini Mania developed springs lower the car the
correct amount (1” lower) while adding enough stiffness
to balance the Mini Mania rear anti-sway bar.  The
easily adjustable sway bar allows for a range of
adjustment from the novice driver to the most
experienced road racer.  The cat-back custom exhaust
system  provides a gain in horsepower combined with
the right amount of aggressive tones consistent with
the performance image of the MINI.  The free flowing
air intake system also allows the engine to develop more
horsepower while providing superior protection against
dirt and debris, extending the engine life. The highly
polished "Stage 1" sill plate lets everyone that enters your
car know that your MINI means performance!

NMK1001 .................... $1,495.00

Turbocharger System
Mini Mania announces the first 200HP MINI Cooper.

Mini Mania, the leader in aftermarket technology for the new MINI, is now offering the
ultimate MINI Cooper, The MINI COOPER TURBO from Cooper Turbo Reasearch &
Development, Inc. Our product development team wanted the best and they found it!
This first Turbo kit for the MINI is brought to you
with 28 years experience in product development
from Mini Mania.

The Turbo kit produces 200HP on an otherwise
stock Mini Cooper rated at 115hp from the factory.
The turbo is custom built for this application and
designed to provide tremendous drivability while
achieving ultimate horsepower. The adjustable
wastegate is pre-set to 5-7PSI to ensure maximum longevity of all the original
components. While the kit is designed for off road use only, the design ensures excellent
streetability. The four factory injectors are supplemented by two additional injectors
which satisfy the increased fuel demand. This system provides a significant increase in
torque over a much broader range than stock or even a supercharged engine. Maximum
boost is achieved by 2500 RPM and is maintained throughout the power band. The
factory injection system maintains performance at very low RPMs.

The kit will bolt on a stock MINI with no major modifications (12-13 Hrs) and can be
removed just as quickly. The basic kit contains all parts needed for installation including
the turbocharger (with intregrated adjustable
waste gate), a stainless steel manifold and
downpipe, two auxillary fuel injectors (with
controller) and a high flow air filter. Options
include: Intercooler, stainless catalytic converter
by-pass pipe, gauges, and remote boost control.

NME5002 without Intercooler ....... $4,995.00
NME5001 with Intercooler ............ $5,495.00

200 HP MINI TURBO

Page 3
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PERFORMANCE

Stage 1 Cylinder Head
Designed specifically for street driven-MINIs using stock valve
springs and cam, our Stage 1 Cylinder head package maximizes
torque and HP within the most frequently used portion of the

powerband. The results are a smooth and broad power delivery
that is not peaky or harder to drive than the factory car.

With our Stage 1 Cylinder Head package, air flow is increased an
incredible 20% without sacrificing port velocity. Intake-exhaust interport

relationship is also optimized for maximum power with efficiency. The
combustion chamber is then reprofiled for improved combustion properties.

Depending on parts used in conjunction with this Cylinder Head package, power gains are
potentially 20-30HP.

NME6001 ....................................$1,895.00 plus core charge (see pg. 23)

Nology HotWires
Nology HotWires are the most technologically advanced ignition
wires available. HotWires create the most powerful spark possible
using an exclusive built-in capacitor. This revolutionary design allows
energy from the ignition coil to accumulate in the capacitor until the
voltage at the spark plug electrodes reaches the ionization point. At that
split second the entire power of the stored spark is discharged at once, creating a spark
300 times more powerful. The result is faster, more complete combustion and most
importantly,  MORE HORSEPOWER that's 100% smog legal.

NME3000/Black ................  $199.95
NME3000/Red ................... $199.95

NME3000/Blue ..................  $199.95
NME3000/Yellow ..............  $199.95

Performance Plug Wires
High quality plug wires that not only provide great performance but
also allow you to color balance your engine compartment. Plug Wire
Set has 8mm Red carbon core with silicone jacket and premium
factory style plug connectors.

NME3002/Blue ....................  $60.00

NME3002/Red ...................... $60.00

NME3002/Yellow ................  $60.00

NME3002/Black ................... $60.00

Braided Brake Hoses
These DOT approved brake lines have a PTFE inner liner surrounded by braided

stainless steel providing improved pedal feel and damage resistance. Stock
rubber hoses expand under hard use and thus extract some
of the fluid pressure from reaching the pads, the braided
lines transfer ALL the pressure to the calipers. Direct
replacement with no adapters needed. This kit fits OE

calipers and is DOT approved.

NMB1003 .................. $149.95
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BETTER HANDLING

Springs
Why change your springs?  Performance minded drivers want the best they can get!
The factory set-up is very good but is still a compromise for absolutely all drivers, even
those that will load four adults and only drive to the theater. Mini Mania has many years

of experience in performance tuning and this expertise has
now been applied to the New MINI. Our exclusive Spring
Kit lowers ride height approximately 1", providing improved
handling while retaining excellent ride quality. Set of four;
can be used with OE or upgraded shocks. Spring rates
have been optimized and are similar to factory rates.

NMS1003 ...........................$275.00

Adjustable Rear Sway Bar
As stock the MINI has both a front and rear sway bar.  The balance of
these bars determines the turn-in characteristics of the car.  When the
car seems reluctant to turn under hard driving, it means that the rear bar
is not stiff enough. As a front wheel drive car, the factory compromise
means the car will always push.  Improve handling, balance and turn-in
response  with our two-position adjustable Rear Anti-Roll Bar. The first
position is slightly stiffer than stock which works great for aggressive street
driving. The second position provides fantastic handling for any sort of
competition. The .75-inch diameter silver powder-painted bar can be used
with stock suspension or with upgraded springs and performance shocks.
Kit includes all mounting hardware.

NMS2001 ...........................$250.00

Wheel Spacers
When all-out cornering performance is your objective then
the rule of physics applies - WIDER is better. And wheel
spacers from Mini Mania lets you balance the handling and
perfor-mance of your car to suit your aggressive driving
style, and without spending the time, money and trouble
of springing for bigger wheels and tires.  Our light-alloy

spacers extend your stock or aftermarket wheels out to fill
the wheel wells properly, resulting in better cornering, better

aerodynamics and even better looks. Sold in pairs; longer bolts
sold separately.

NMW4001 Cooper Front Only 0.5" .... $99.95
NMW4002 Front/Rear 0.6" ................. $99.95

Lug Nuts:

M1215KE407 40 mm .............. $1.95 ea
M1215KE427 42 mm .............. $1.95 ea
M1215KE457 45 mm .............. $1.95 ea
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BIG Brake Conversion
In performance driving you can spend as much time with you foot on the brake as you
do on the gas (at least in a Solo event). While the stock brakes are impressive for most

street applications it does not take much performance driving
before you note the need for better brakes.  This huge 4pot
system provides some REAL brakes for real performance!
Front Big Brake kit including rotors, calipers, brake lines

and brake pads. 12.9" slotted rotors with four piston
calipers, stainless steel brake lines, and high
performance brake pads.  Requires 17 inch wheels; may
require spacers for proper brake clearance.

NMB2010 ................$1,695.00

BRAKE PERFORMANCE

Vented Rotors
Much has been written about the benefits of cross drilled and slotted rotors but the

bottom line is that they will improve both the brake cooling and keeping
the pad clean for much more efficient braking. This high performance

upgrade features front rotors that are slotted and cross drilled for
high performance driving. Direct replacement for OEM rotors and
can be used with stock or upgraded pads. Rotors sold in pairs.

NMB2002 Front ........................  $199.00
NMB2003 Rear .......................... $189.00

Full Race Brake Pads
The MINI was truly designed to be driven hard and we know from
experience that brakes are a critical part of being able to drive fast.  Our
Performance Brake pads are designed to take extremes of heat and
abuse and keep working at their optimum.

NMB1001 Front .................. $189.00
NMB1002 Rear ................... $169.00

Brake Pads
Front Brake Pad upgrade for high performance street and autocross

use.  Reduces dusting  and works well with stock, slotted and
cross drilled rotors. When upgrading to performance pads,

we recommend changing both front and rear sets.
All brake pads are NOT the same. These Carbon

Kevlar pads are designed to have very high friction
level even at cold temperatures as often seen on street

cars.  These pads allow superior braking while still being
gentle on the brake rotors. This is the fastest stopping

road pad available. Great for limited competition,
autocrosses, driver schools, & solo events.

NMB1005 (Front) ........................................ $149.95

NMB1006 (Rear) ......................................... $129.95
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UPGRADES

AP Racing Brakes
AP Racing have developed a “Formula" Big Brake Conversion Kit to fit the new BMW
MINI. The CP7611-1000 MINI front brake kit uses 304 mm x 24 mm 40-vane discs with
drilled faces and 4 piston alloy road spec calipers. The calipers feature dirt seals, pad
anti-rattle clip and an anti-corrosion finish to make them suitable for the day to day
rigours of road use.

The brake conversion will require 17” aftermarket rims to enable clearance on the wider
brake set up. The wheels listed below are known to be suitable but there may be others;
AP Racing can provide templates to enable aftermarket wheels to be checked for fitment.

   7J x 17" ET45 4-100 REVOLUTION RZX MOTORSPORT
   TSW 7J x 17" 4-100 Fly ET35
   TSW 7J x 17" 4-100 EURACE ET40

The new Mini "Formula" Brake Kit contains 4 Piston road
spec. calipers, 40 vane ventilated/drilled discs, fast road/
track pads, steel braided hose, DOT 5.1 brake fluid, and
all bolts etc. required to install kit.

NMB2030 .................................................. $1,895.00

Bike and Ski Racks
Mini Mania exclusive! We now offer the highest quality sports rack system for your new
Mini. The Yakima rack system installs easily in minutes - no need to drill holes in your
roof. The basic systems includes four rack towers, locks and clamps, and two cross
bars. Add the optional items listed below to hold your bicycle or skis/snowboard. 75 lb.

maximum load.

NMA8000 Basic rack system .......................... $269.95
NMA8007047 38" wind fairing ............................ $43.95
NMA8002000 Bicycle tray (each) .................... $118.95

NMA8002067 Wheel fork (each) ........................ $28.95
NMA8003063 Ski/snowboard rack (pair).......... $118.95

Rear Bike Rack
Our rear mount Yakima bicycle rack installs and removes in
minutes. A simple alternative to our roof mount system. Comes
complete with all necessary hardware. No tools required.

NMA8002607 ................................................ $123.95
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SERIOUS DRIVERS

Coil-Over Kit
The RSX kit contains four externally adjustable shocks and four

2.25" diameter silicone springs (200lbs front and rear)
which together provide a dramatic improvement over

standard OE specifications. Shock adjustments can be
made on the car for quick, precise tuning of suspension

settings. Ride height and corner weight adjustments are easily
made using the "C" spanner provided.

NMS3004 ......................................... $1200.00

Rear Control Arms
The MINI MANIA REAR CONTROL ARM SET consists of 4
adjustable control arms, heim jointed and threaded for quick
and accurate adjustment of rear toe and camber. A must
for cars used for track days and autocross, as well as a
plus for street cars lowered with shorter springs or coilover

systems. While severe amounts of incorrect toe and/or
camber will result in unwanted tire wear, a small amount of "toe" change

in the rear can make the car turn in more predictable.  'Toe-in' occurs when the
wheels are closer together at the front of the wheel then they are at the back, with
'toe'out being the opposite.  'Camber' is the amount of tilt the tire has top to bottom.
'Negative' camber will increase the cornering ability.

NMS5010 ...........................$550.00

Performance Camshaft
Fast road camshaft, steel
billet BP270 specification.  If
you really want to get a
performance increase from

your standard Cooper you will need to add this recent development. Inlet opens at
20BTDC, closes at 56ABDC - duration of 256 degrees.  Exhaust opens at 54BBDC
and closes at 14ATDC with a duration of 248 degrees. Valve lift of .360"

NME6100 ............................ TBA

K&W Coilover Kit - Variant 1
This quality coilover system features adjustable ride height 1.2"
to 2.4" lower than stock. This is a kit that can be used for street

as well as autocross and track days. NMS3006 is for MINI
Coopers built before 3/1/2002; Coopers built after that date, and

all Cooper Ss, use NMS3007.

NMS3006 early Coopers ............. $1,195.00
NMS3007 late Coopers & S ........ $1,195.00
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Exhaust Header
This polished stainless steel, 4 into 2 into 1 header, features equal length
primaries and is threaded for oxygen sensors. Performance increase is most
felt in the mid RPM range with a very
measurable increase in torque. Easy to install,
direct replacement for the stock unit means that
it can be installed for a week-end of performance
and then removed just as easily. This unit
eliminates the factory catalytic converters and
is sold for off-road use only. Fits MINI Cooper.

NME1003 ............................ $895.00

Cat-Back Exhaust
System
A Mini Mania exclusive in stainless steel. Features larger
primary pipe with low restriction muffler. This two-piece
flanged system uses factory mounting locations for easy
installation. (NO cutting or welding required) Great sound

with increased performance.  Rated 'best performance
improve-ment" by magazines.

Every system includes an easy to install and/or remove 'silent
tip' for extra quit operation for those long distance drives.

NME1001 ...........................$725.00

EXHAUST UPGRADES

Borla Exhaust
A good upgrade for the Cooper S, in stainless steel. Center
exit. Simple slip-fit design.

NME1020 ..................................................... $779.95

Mini Mania Exhaust for
Cooper S

Upgrade your Cooper S with our premium quality exhaust
system in polished stainless steel. Great sound and

performance with twin center exit tips. Uses factory
mounting points. Bolt-in design.

NME1030 ................................. $895.00
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"Cold" air intake system
All automotive engines are sophisticated air pumps and
thus getting the air into it is very critical. Mini Mania's
Cold Air Intake System consists of a redesigned intake,
housing cover and a high performance filter
replacement element. This dyno engineered upgrade

improves air flow, performance and filtration. Designed
to maximize the ram air intake while still keeping the
air as cold as possible insuring maximum air density
and thus optimum horsepower. Beware of other
systems that pick up hot air from the engine

compartment! Real horsepower gains have been reported on many independent dynos.
Filter Element is washable and reusable. Fits Mini Cooper.

NME2002 ...........................$245.00

Strut Brace
Reduce that jittery feeling when traveling around a bumpy corner. The Mini Mania Front
Upper Strut Brace connects the two front upper strut towers, significantly reducing flex
in the forward part of the chassis and producing a much more stable ride.

A strut brace works by linking the shock towers, eliminating flexing during cornering.
However, any performance gains are lost if the strut brace also flexes.

The Mini Mania billet-style strut brace is stiffer than other promotional tubular braces. Made
of aircraft-quality aluminum, these strut tower braces improve chassis rigidity and steering
response, and are a must for cars with lowered suspensions or “plus” tire/wheel
combinations.

NMS4002 (Alloy color) ................................ $239.95
NMS4002R (Red color) ............................... $239.95

UPGRADES

Horsepower from air!
Foam Element replaces OE filter with a washable, reusable foam

element for better air flow and performance. There is no easier
way to pick up horsepower than to simply change your air filter.
This ultra modern design filter will not only reduce the dirt getting
into your engine but the air flow increase will result in a
performance increase over the entire RPM range. Fits Mini

Cooper.

NME2001 ....................................................... $49.95
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RACERS ONLY

Cooper Limited Slip Differential
For the serious driver a limited slip differential is a must have!  The stock MINI Cooper
is an excellent handling car, but hard driving can still result in wheel spin.  Our unique
limited slip is the only answer.  While designed for the race track, the system still provides
a soft enough engagement to make it ideal for the street autocrosser! LSD is supplied
complete with final drive ratio of your choice: 3.71(as stock), 4.29 or 4.54.

NMG1001 .................................................. $1,995.00

5-spd straight cut close ratio gear kit
Now available exclusively from Mini Mania!  This kit will quickly transform your street MINI
into the ultimate road racer.  The 'dog' engagement style gears are not only quick shifting
but are very long lasting.  The close ratio gears will result in a feel and actual acceleration
as if you added a 100+ HP.  The gear ratios are 3.417 in 1st, 2.333 in 2nd, 1.788 in 3rd,
1.429 in 4th and 1.208 in 5th.

NMG1003 .................................................. $3,500.00

Cooper "S" Limited Slip Differential
This great race and street limited slip differential is a torque sensing type that insures
smooth operation and superior responsiveness.  It's small size and light weight add to
its effectiveness!  Can easily handle 250 horsepower.

NMG1002 .................................................. $1,395.00

6 Speed Gearbox
Factory original complete gearbox.  Direct replacement for your
broken one or ideal for an upgrade from your Cooper 5 speed to
the "S" 6 speed.

NMD1010 ..................... $5,272.50

Roll Cages & Bars
This bolt-in Roll Cage Kit features 1.75 DOM seamless tubing
and removable door bars, and is legal for SCCA and NASA
racing. Diagonal cross brace and horizontal brace are
permanent weld ins. Does not include a knee bar. Gloss
black painted finish. (Picture is from rear of car)

NMC1010 ......... $839.95

Our bolt-in Rear Roll Bar features a horizontal tube for shoulder harness mounting.
Removable diagonal bar is optional for street applications. Includes back-up mounting
plates and hardware. Gloss black finish.

NMC1001 ..................................................... $349.95
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PROTECT WITH CLASS

Sunshield
Our custom fit Sunshield will keep your interior cooler and
help protect your dash and interior from sun damage. Easy
to use with sewn-in Velcro straps for easy storage.

NMA1010 ............. $39.95

The UVS-100 Sunshield is insulated and reflective, and custom fit for your new
Mini. Folds easily for storage. Keep your interior cooler and protect your investment.

NMA1009 ....................................................... $49.95

Front End Protection
Protect the front end of your New MINI with this full
coverage Bra. Made of durable vinyl and lined with
soft cotton. Two-piece for proper fit and easy
installation (requires NO holes or any other modifi-
cation). Double stitched seams with edging will
make this cover fit perfectly for a long time! Series
7010 fits Mini Cooper; series 7020 fits Cooper S.

NMA7010 or NMA7020 Black with opening for license plate ...................... $99.95
NMA7010N or NMA7020N Black with NO opening for license plate ........... $99.95

NMA7010C or NMA7020C "Carbon look" with opening for license plate .. $109.95
NMA7010CN or NMA7020CN "Carbon look",no opening for license plate $109.95

This Sport Bra  protects the leading edge and lower portion
of the hood, the area that is most vulnerable to damage. Made
of durable vinyl and lined with soft cotton. One piece for easy
installation. Fits Mini Cooper.

NMA7011 Black .............................................$49.95
NMA7011C "Carbon look" .............................$49.95

Mirror Protection
Black vinyl outer and soft cotton inner makes these mirror bras the

best choice to protect your mirros from rocks, road tar, etc.  Elastic
band outer edges makes for snug fit while the velcro strap insures
the bra will stay put even at the highest speeds. These Mirror

Covers will fit both Mini Cooper and Cooper S and offer protection
against scratches and rock chips. Sold as a pair.

NMA7015 Black ................................................ $29.95
NMA7015C "Carbon look" ................................ $34.95
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COVER WITH CLASS

Mini Mania Car Covers
'Stormshield' is the ultimate all weather fabric, and the only

fabric we recommend for snow or icy conditions. The ultra
light weight of this modern high tech fabric makes it easy
to use and yet is absolutely the best in the industry,

providing the ultimate in protection from sun, rain and
snow! It is also a great cover for lighter weather. This

custom fit cover looks good, is easy to use, and stores easily
when it's not protecting your new Mini. Available in three colors.

NMA1001 Grey ............................................. $240.00
NMA1001BL Blue ......................................... $240.00

NMA1001R Red ............................................ $240.00

Our Brushed Cotton custom fit car cover is made of the softest material available
and is great for cars stored indoors. It may also be used in light climates for outdoor
use, although colors may fade.

NMA1002 Black ................. $220.00 NMA1002R Red .............. $220.00

NMA1002BL Blue ............... $220.00 NMA1002GR Grey .......... $220.00

Tyvek custom fit covers offer good protection with a lightweight, tough, and very water
resistant material developed by DuPont. The white fabric does a great job of protecting the
paint and keeping the interior cool.

NMA1003 ...................................................... $130.00

Coverbond4  is a four layer breathable and water resistant material. The extra
thickness provides extra protection from minor nicks, dings and scratches. Grey color.

NMA1004 ...................................................... $160.00

Cover Lock
Keep your new Car Cover
secure on the car with this
Lock and Cable Kit. Easily
fits through the grommets

built into the sides of your car
cover. Includes lock with 2 keys.

NMA1005 ...............................$9.95

Storage Bag
This economical Storage
Bag is perfect for storing
your car cover when not on

the car. Made of a tough grey
Coverbond material with

drawstring.

NMA1007 ...............................$9.95

Cab Cover
A great compromise between convenience and
necessity! Our Cab Cover is a breeze to put on, and
keeps your MINI's roof and windows clean and the
interior cool. Made of Coverbond4; available in grey.

NMA1040 ................................................$99.95
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Leather ArmRest
Drive in style and comfort with our new Armrest Console.
This armrest not only looks good, but is very functional
with storage compartment and retractable pad.  Motor on
in comfort.

NMI4010 .................................... $159.95

Sheepskin Seat Cover
 Warm in the winter and cool in the summer! No other material matches
the comfort and practicality of premium sheepskin seat covers. Custom fit
and lined, these covers will provide years of comfortable motoring. Fits
standard seat.

NMI3001-CH Charcoal ..................................... $245.00
NMI3001-DS Dark Silver ................................... $245.00

Chrome Trim
Nothing makes a car feel classy like chrome trim. All of these very
easy to install bits will dress up the interior to both add class and
personalize the MINI.

Each Piece is available separately or you can buy the complete kit!

INTERIOR DRESS-UP

NMA1020 - DashBoard Vent Rings .................... $59.95
NMA1021 - Radio Trim Rings ............................$79.95
NMA1022 - Loudspeaker Chrome rings ............. $89.95
NMA1023 - Tweeter Loadspeaker Chrome rings $49.95
NMA1024 - Center Vent Chrome ring ................. $69.95
NMA1025 - Hazard Warning Chrome ring .......... $69.95
NMA1026 - Heater control knob ring .................. $69.95
NMA1027 - speedometer Chrome ring .............. $99.95
NMA1028 - Tachometer Chrome ring ................. $69.95
NMA1029 - Switch Panel Chrome rings ........... $119.95
NMA1030 - Gearshift Chrome ring ..................... $69.95
NMA2014 - Pair Door Lock Chrome Rings ......... $49.95

This comfortable Vinyl Armrest is easy to install and looks
great in your New Mini. It is easily attached by four straps to the
center console while still offering easy access to the handbrake.

NMI4020 ..............................$89.95
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MORE INTERIOR

Seat Upgrade Kit
We have developed a brand new design of leather
seat covers for this very exciting new car. Utilizing
the Sports seat foam cushions as used on the new
Cooper "S" models, the design we have chosen will
appeal not only to traditionalists of the early 1960's
Classic Mini, but also to those who wish to add a
new dimension to their MINI motoring.

We are only using British leather and all components of
our seat kits are made from leather. No imitation
materials are used.

Our front seat covers have been tested by the Motor
Industry Research Association to conform to the Air bag worthiness tests required by
the Motor industry. We  suggest that our seat covering kits be fitted either by your MINI
Dealer or an appropriate Dealer that is authorized to work with Air Bag systems.

Kit Includes:
• One pair of front seat covers and • Two rear seat headrest covers.

Sports seat foam cushions attached. • One Aluminum gear knob and leather
• Two front seat headrest covers. gaiter.
• One set of rear seat covers with seat • One matching leather covered

foam cushions attached. handbrake grip and leather gaiter.
• Pictorial fitting instruction sheets.

NMI5001 Black .......... $1,695.00 NMI5003 Green ........ $1,695.00
NMI5002 Red ............. $1,695.00 NMI5004 Blue ........... $1,695.00

Dash Kits
Add the distinctive look of wood grain or genuine carbon fiber to your
new MINI’s interior. Transform the entire look of your dash within minutes
with these peel-and-stick kits. Our kits include the 13 pieces shown, and
are available in a variety of colors.

NMI4202 Red/grey Carbon Fibre$249.95
NMI4203 Silver Carbon Fibre........................ $249.95
NMI4204 Regal Burlwood ............................. $249.95
NMI4205 Rosewood ..................................... $249.95

NMI4206 Mustard Birdseye Maple ............... $249.95
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LIGHTNING STRIKE

Headlamp Covers
Protect your expensive headlights with these easily installed light covers.
The optically clear covers stay soft to absorb most impacts from stones
and gravel and fit perfectly. Four-piece set includes covers for turn signals.
Protect your investment.

NMA3010 without Washers ............................ $49.95
NMA3012 with Washers ................................. $49.95

Clear Side Lamps
The stock turn signal side repeater lamps in the MINI are an orange
color.  Not only can these can these present a strange contrast to the
color of your car but orange is very common.  These special lamps
have a white lens but still retain the obligatory orange lamp inside.
Easy to install! Two required per car!

NMA3031 .............................. $29.95

Map Light
If you have a 'co-pilot', navigator or just a friend trying to help you
find you way at night then this 12-volt halogen light is the answer.
Plugs into the cigarette lighter outlet, and its flexible neck allow you to aim the
light where you need it - not into the driver's eyes.

NMI6001 ........................................................$29.95

Rally Lamp Valance
Ideal just for it's great looks or for the serious driver that
really wants to see where he is going. The panel is a
direct replacement for the stock unit, requires painting
and does not include the lights.

NMX1070 ...............................$289.95

Clear Tail Lamps
The tail lights on the new MINI were made large enough to be
seen at quite a distance but the red lens also brake the color
symmetry when viewed from the side or back.  This clear/white
lamp conversion kit allows to replace both lamp assemblies
complete while still retaining the required red lights for stopping,
tail and turn signals.  These are complete assembly and merely
require a complete assembly swap.

NMA3034 ............................................. $290.00

Driving Light Covers keep your factory lights looking good for miles
and miles. These durable vinyl covers are lined with cotton and look good
and fit great. Sold as a pair.

NMA7016 ....................................................... $24.95
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EXTERIOR DRESS-UP

Roof Decals
The ultimate roof decal is one that simply shouts 'heritage'.
The new MINI is built in England with the same concepts of
the classic Mini.  Our British Flag  (Union Jack) decal is
the only one on the market designed to cover the entire
roof.  Easy to apply and a must for all enthusiasts.

NMX4025 .................................. $160.00

Checkered Flag decal set

NMX4001B Black$139.00
NMX4001BL Blue$139.00
NMX4001R Red$139.00
NMX4001S Silver$139.00

Bonnet Stripes
Carry on the racing heritage of the MINI with a set of classic
bonnet stripes. Available in white or black.

NMX4050 White .............................................$90.00
NMX4051 Black .............................................$90.00

Union Jack Painted Mirror Covers
Dress up your MINI with our custom painted mirror covers! These

covers replace the stock mirror covers; after installation, return
your stock covers to us for a refund of the core charge. Sold as
a pair.

NMA1210 ....................$195.00 plus core charge (see pg 23)

Chrome Mirror Covers
Add a shiny new accent to the exterior with these classy
looking Chrome Mirror Covers. Eye catching addition, yet
blends in nicely with your other exterior chrome trim pieces.
Quality design ensures an accurate fit. Easy to install with
no drilling necessary. Sold as a pair.

NMA1200 ...................................................... $149.95
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Sill Plates
Dress up the interior and protect this high use area
from scuffs and scratches with our polished stainless
sill plates. Features a laser cut of the Mini Mania Logo.
Easy installation.

NMA1015 ............................ $49.95/pair

A TOUCH OF CLASS

Dipstick Handle
Modern engine compartments
often lack the looks of a real
personal car.  All the plastic
and mass produced parts
look a little sterile. The Mini
Mania Oil Dipstick, made of
billet aluminum, replaces OE plastic
dipstick on all MINI Cooper models
(not the "S").

NME7002 .............................. $40.00

Oil Filler Cap
Dress up the under hood of

your new MINI with our
Billet Oil Filler Cap. Sure
you can live without it, but
hey, why would you want
to? Easy to install, this

Billet alloy (silver color) cap
simply fits over your existing cap.

NME7001 .............................. $47.95

Alloy Pedal Set
Add more style and excitement to the interior of your Mini with our billet aluminum

Pedal Set. These oversized pedals are safer to drive, and make the
'heel & toe" driving technique used by most performance drivers
much easier.  Three-piece set for cars with manual transmission.

NMA2110 Silver .............. $89.95

NMA2110/Blk Black ....... $89.95
NMA2110/Red Red .......... $89.95

BBS Wheels
Experience the Quality, the Look, and the Performance of BBS Wheels
with the RK wheel as used on the Mini Mania Project car in 17 inch
diameter and 7 inch width. Also available in 16 by 7 size.

NMW2000 .................................................... $299 each

Automatic Pedal Set
The Mini Automatic has proved to be an amazing car in both its performance

and acceptance. And as a performance car owner you deserve
the best!  An upgrade of your pedals will look great and make
it easier to drive with vigor! Our 2-pedal alloy set not only
provides a bigger place to put your foot, but the anti-slip edges
make for a great safety feature.

NMA2121 Red ..............................................  $89.95
NMA2122 Blue...............................................$89.95
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Miniature Antenna
Streamline your MINI with this great looking miniature antenna.  Not only will
the reception be as good if not better than stock, the small size decreases your
chance of having it broken off. Simply screws into your existing base. (Base
not included)

NMA7500 ........................................ $22.95

Gas Cap
Upgrade your Cooper gas cap to the stylish S gas cap.  Direct replacement
with no drilling necessary. The chrome cap flips up to allow access to the
stock gas cap.

NMX1050 ....................................................... $89.95

Wheel Locks
Protect valuable wheels and tires from theft.  These wheel Locks are

for OEM wheel setup.  Computer designed key pattern for
maximum security.  Triple-nickel chrome plating for beauty and
durability. Through-hardened alloy steel construction. Written

guarantee from McGard and easy key replacements.

NMW1001 ...................................................... $44.95

GREAT ADDITIONS

Glove Box Organizer
A great way to organize your glove box contents,
this organizer provides the solution for glove box
storage.

NMI4101 .............................. $29.95

Dash Covers
Our Custom Fit dash covers look great, fit perfectly, and protect your dash from sun
damage while eliminating reflective glare. Available in several colors to match your
interior. Available with or without provision for dashboard headlight sensors.

NMI1002B Black ............................................ $44.95
NMI1002C Charcoal ...................................... $44.95
NMI1002GR Grey .......................................... $44.95
NMI1001B Black, with sensor provision ........ $44.95
NMI1001C Charcoal, with sensor provision .. $44.95

NMI1001GR Grey, with sensor provision ...... $44.95
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Mini Patch
Wear your heart on your sleeve (or hat) with this great
easy to apply sew-on patch. Four inches wide, green and
silver.

Patch11 ........................................................... $5.00

Mini Key Fob
This genuine English black leather Key Fob with Mini metal wings
carries your most important keys.

Fob20 ............................... $7.95

Mini Clock
New MINI painting with clock. This 12"X16" wall mounted clock
will keep you in time and provide a real touch of class to this
new MINI.  The imitation oil painting rendition of the Mini will
be considered by many as a hand painted masterpiece.

Clock ...................... $89.95

"Mini Cooper" Decal
This 4" diameter decal will look great any place on the car.  Most often
seen either on the back of rear sides of the car. Black vinyl decal
application makes it look great on Minis with any color. Self-adhesive
backing!

MSA1128 ............................. $16.95

"MINI" BRANDS

"Mini" Thermo Mug
Heres the ultimate solution for having a hot drink down to the last
sip: The MINI thermo mug. With double-walled sides, giving an
insulating air layer in between, keeping the heat in the mug. Apart
from being clever, its also very stylish, finished in polished stainless
steel, engraved with MINI logo, holds 0.25 litres.

MS442 .............................. $29.95

MINI Watch
High quality plug wires that not only provide great performance but
also allow you to color balance your engine compartment. Plug
Wire Set has 8mm Red carbon core with silicone jacket and
premium factory style plug connectors. Mini winged Logo below
face.

Watch402 .................................................... $149.95
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Air Horns
Be safe!  These air horns are loud enough to be heard over traffic noise and
cellular phones!  Italian made kit includes a tiny air compressor, wiring
instructions, and everything for mounting.

GRP2 ............................................ $49.95

NECESSITIES

Silicone Hose Kit
This radiator hose kit for the MINI is complete with top and
bottom radiator hoses and even the heater hose! Silicone
will last forever and not degrade with heat, time and

environment. This kit is ideal for both the racer who never wants
a failure or the daily driver that wants to forget about hose

problems. AND it looks great!

NME8000BL Blue .............. $239.95
NME8000R Red................. $239.95

NME8000Y Yellow .............. $239.95
NME8000BK Black ............. $239.95

Carpet Mat Sets
Upgrade your factory Floor Mats to our premium quality Floor Mats. High density nylon
yarn, nylon velour edging, and pure rubber backing insure your mats will look good as
you motor into the future.

NMI1020 Black .............................................. $99.95
NMI1020Gry Grey ......................................... $99.95
NMI1020T Tan ............................................... $99.95

K&N Air Filter
This element replaces OE filter with a washable, reusable element
for better air flow and performance for the MINI Cooper model.

NME2005 ....................................................... $59.95

These  ultimate heavyweight Rubber Floor Mats will protect your factory carpets.
The unique ribbed pattern will trap rocks, mud, and moisture. They can be quickly cleaned
and returned to service. Set of two for front only.

NMI040B Black .............................................  $69.95
NMI1040GR Grey ........................................... $69.95
NMI1040T Tan ...............................................  $69.95

Only the best carpet mat sets display your mania for the MINI.  These
special high density nylon Mini Mania mats  have a red
embroidered logo, nylon velour edging, and rubber backing. Four-piece
set.

NMI1030 Black ................... $119.95
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These have friction motors; pull them back a bit and they shoot forward!
Five inches long (1/28 scale) in various bright colors: blue, black, green,
red, yellow, and silver. Please state two color preferences when ordering.

Toy07 ............................................................... $9.95

Infect your kids with The New MINI fever while they're
young. Or enjoy this car yourself while you are

waiting for your new real thing! Remote
controlled high performance MINI! LARGE
1/12th scale

Toy20/Red or Toy20/Yellow .................... $59.95

TOYS AND MORE

These 1/18-scale cars by Maisto are die cast, with passenger doors, back hatch and
bonnet hood that open. Overall size is 8 inches long, 3 1/2 inches wide, and 3 1/4
inches high. The cars are attractively boxed for gift-giving, if you can bear to part with
them.

Model31/GREEN with white roof .................. $29.95
Model31/Black with white roof ...................... $29.95

Mini Challenge Video
Celebrating the ultimate Mini event in US racing history, this video
provides some insights into the event, cars and people that made
it all happen.  The largest collection of Minis to ever race on one
track at one time!  This is a must have for information,
entertainment and history!

Vid001 .......................... $39.95

New MINI Book
This fact-packed, lavishly illustrated book analyzes the spectacularly
successful Mini - heritage, the thinking behind a new-generation car,
the search for an engine/transmission, what other Chryslers will use
this engine, the BMW/Rover divorce, engineering the MINI for global
sales with the prime market in the US, and speculation on future
derivatives. Appendices list technical specifications, performance
figures and prices. Hardcover, 144 pages.

Book97 ................................ $29.95

Motor Racing Hat
Mini Mania Motor Racing logo embroidered on beige ball cap with black
brim. You are not always in your car and protected from the sun- so here is
the best way to show pride in your car and it's great racing Heritage!

Hat03 ...........................................$14.95
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(530) 470-8300 Tech Support/Orders
(800) 94MANIA (800-946-2642) Orders only please
(800) MANIA01 (800-626-4201) Toll free FAX line.
(530)470-8388 Local/International FAX line.
E-mail:  Info@Minimania.com

Business Hours:
Monday through Friday, 6am to 5pm (Pacific)

Shipping: By the least expensive way, usually UPS, unless otherwise specified.  All
shipping costs are paid by the customer.

Core Charges: Some items require exchange units. You will be charged a refundable
core charge at the time of purchase. To receive the refund, return the original item to Mini
Mania within 30 days, along with copy of your invoice. The returned core must be in good,
re-usable condition to receive the full core charge refund amount.

Payment:  We accept various means of payment: C.O.D., VISA, Mastercard,  check,
money order.  UPS charges $6.00 for C.O.D. service.  C.O.D. orders must be paid  by
cashiers check or money order.   Returned checks will be subject to a  $25.00 service
charge.  If the check is not satisfied within 30 days, after notification, it will be subject to 3
times the amount of the check, no less than $100 or more than $500.00, plus the amount
of the check.

Warranty: All parts are warranted against defects in material and workmanship.  In most
cases, warranty will not cover labor, failure of related components, failure from faulty
installation or misuse, nor will liability exceed the cost of the original component.  With all
claims, a copy of the original purchase invoice must be provided.

Satisfaction Guaranteed: All  sales are guaranteed to satisfy your expectations or the
product may be returned for  credit. A 20% restocking fee will be charged for returns after
60 days.  No returns of special orders, books, videos or electrical components.

800 Numbers: Our 800 numbers are designed to help you place your orders quickly and
easily.  Please have your customer number (from your mailing label), part numbers and
sale price available for our order processors.

Mini Mania
870 Gold Flat Road.

Nevada City, Ca. 95959


